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Dancing Pendant

ISKOS-BERLIN Design is based in Copenhagen and works within the fields of industrial, furniture and graphic design. Since 2010 the formal design partnership between Boris Berlin
and Aleksej Iskos.

We love them for their experience, their great sustainable designs and for their view on
design: “Design is about storytelling. And the clearer your story is, the more likely people
are to understand it. The more surprising you make your story, the more likely they are to
remember it. And finally – the more you make people smile, the more likely they are to love
it!” Designer Boris Berlin has spend a lot of time working with PET felt and he and Poul Christiansen (Komplot Design) were the first designers who managed to transform this fascinating material into a chair: the Nobody Chair who (amongst many other awards) received the
Crafts and Design Biennial 2007 Prize at Koldinghus in Denmark. PET felt is 100% recyclable
material produced mainly of used soda/water bottles, and the fascination of PET felt is still
very much vibrant at ISKOS-BERLIN. We’re very excited to collaborate with these two fine
designers on the big, lovely Dancing Pendant.

About the Designer
The company works within the fields of industrial, furniture and graphic design. The firm
was only established in late 2010, but Boris and Aleksej have been working together for a
number of years. In 1987, Boris co-founded Komplot Design, where Aleksej was employed as
an assistant for more than 11 years. This long and fruitful cooperation has allowed them to
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develop a shared philosophy of design. Their aim is to retain the best elements of Komplot’s

Pendant lamp

philosophy of design and to make them sharper, clearer and more precise.

Production Process

At ISKOS — BERLIN, they look to experiment with new technologies and materials, to explore
their impact on everyday objects. These objects have their own individual histories, which
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are also part of wider narratives of the way we interacting and thinking with things. By
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allowing the materials to choose their own direction, to speak for themselves, they try to
bring a novel twist to this ongoing (and unending) story.

Dimensions
H: 58 cm

Notes to Editor

Ø: 95 cm

Menu is a Scandinavian design brand with a simple philosophy; to make the world better,
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less complicated and a little bit nicer to wake up to. Menu collaborate with super-talented
Materials

international designers, to produce high quality design with a crisp Scandinavian look.

Felt

Menu work with local craftsmen from around the world to preserve traditional skills, whilst
creating objects which are timeless and can be treasured for a lifetime. Composed of
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lighting, furniture and accessories, the Menu collection provides clever solutions for
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modern living.
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